How You Can Help Lift the Suffering of Indian Street Dogs.

The common skin disease Mange is often easily treated.

**BEFORE Ivermectin Treatment**

**AFTER Ivermectin Treatment**

Just One Pill ... One Time
This traveller has seen what one pill can do to relieve the suffering street dogs with Mange must endure – often for their entire tragic lives.

![Ivermectin Tablet]

The active ingredient in Neomec is Ivermectin. There are other brands but I’ve had great results with Neomec and it’s available in most places.

No, I don’t work for Neomec. My only interest is the lifting of animal suffering. Travelling India? Want to leave a trail of love behind you? Read on ...

To get you started, here’s everything you need to know.

**First, a Warning**
Don’t give Neomec to nursing or pregnant bitches or to collie varieties (rarely seen on the streets) or to dogs younger than six months old.

**How to Find Neomec**
Any veterinarian or animal medicine shop should have Neomec or be able to get it.

Small communities may not have it ... so pick some up while in any major city in India.

Be sure to get the ONE DOSE variety. There are some Ivermectin pills available that require daily dosage over five days. You want the ONE DOSE Neomec pills.

They cost 53 rupees for five pills. That’s about 25 cents a pill. I can’t think of a better way to do so much ... for so little.

**How to Give Neomec**
The dosage is one pill for a 10kg dog. So if it’s a small dog, give one half a pill. Very large dog, two pills. Most Indian street dogs fall into the medium size, one pill variety.

Although the package says “flavored”, dogs can’t read and they just don’t buy it.

You’ll have to insert the pill inside something tasty – like a piece of cheese or a mushed up cookie.

**Overdose Possible?**
The upside to ending the suffering of so many dogs is so much greater than the downside of the possible overdosing of just one.

Yes, there could be a dog here and there being treated twice by kind-hearted folks that have read this.

But that would be rare and even if a dog was over medicated, even on the same day, it will probably not be harmful. I’m told that ten times the required amount is considered an overdose.

**One More Pill in 1 Month**
It’s a good idea, if you can, to give another pill in one month. Just to make sure you got all the mangey critters.

**Please Note:**
Some dogs will not respond. These more serious cases require ongoing treatments such as injections, bathing and skin meds – goto: www.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mange

Not intended to replace the advice of a Veterinarian or other Health Professional.